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What We’ll Focus on Today…
Strategies, resources and ideas for:

• using a literacy workshop framework that includes teacher modelling and
demonstrations, using a variety of fiction and nonfiction texts to launch
reading and writing opportunities
• immersing students in the steps of the writing process and teaching them
specific writing behaviours and strategies to create a variety of texts
• exploring literacy activities, stories and texts that support connections to
students’ culture, community, and identity

co-planned this workshop's objectives
in consultation with SD 68’s District Partner.

POPEY

focusing on the foundation…

Components of a
Comprehensive Writing Program

ELA Big Ideas - Kindergarten to Grade 7
Everyone
has a unique
story to share.

Through
listening and
speaking we connect
with others and
share our world.

Stories
and other texts
help us learn
about ourselves,
our families, and
our communities.

Curiosity and
wonder lead us
to new discoveries
about ourselves
and the world
around us.

K-2

K-3

K-3

K-2

BC Curriculum

Exploring
stories and other
texts helps us
understand ourselves
and make connections
to others and to the
world.

Language
and story (text)
can be a source of
creativity and joy.

4-7

K-7

ELA Curricular Competencies - Kindergarten to Grade 7
Create & Communicate: writing, speaking, representing

Exchange ideas
and perspectives
to build shared
understanding

Create stories
and other texts to
deepen awareness
of self, family,
and community

Stories
and other texts
help us learn
about ourselves,
our families, and
our communities.

Curiosity and
wonder lead us
to new discoveries
about ourselves
and the world
around us.

K-5

K-3

K-3

K-3

BC Curriculum

Use and explore
oral storytelling
processes

Use writing and
design processes to
plan, develop, and
create texts for a
variety of purposes
and audiences

Use writing and design
processes to plan,
develop, and create
engaging & meaningful
literary & informational
texts for a variety
of purposes and
audiences

K-7

4-5

6-7

First Peoples’ Stories in the ELA Curricular Competencies
Show awareness of how story in First Peoples cultures connects people to family and community:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teaching - life lessons, community responsibilities, rites of passage
Sharing creation stories
Recording personal, family, and community histories
‘Mapping’ the geography and resources of an area
Ensuring cultural community (e.g. knowledge of ancestors, language)
Healing
Entertainment

Show awareness of how story in First Peoples cultures connects people to family, community & land:

•

First Peoples stories were created to explain the landscape, the seasons, and local events

Recognize and appreciate the role of story, narrative, and oral tradition in expressing First Peoples
perspectives, values, beliefs, and points of view
Recognize the validity of First Peoples oral tradition for a range of purposes
BC Curriculum

continued…

First Peoples’ Stories in the ELA Curricular Competencies
…continued

Explore and appreciate aspects of First Peoples oral traditions, including:

•

Told stories, songs, and other types of distilled wisdom, often complemented by dance or
various forms of visual representation, such as carvings or masks
Expressing spiritual and emotional truth as well as a record of literal truth
Oral traditions were once integrated into every facet of life of First Peoples and was the
basis of the education system

•
•

Understanding the purposes of First Peoples texts, including to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
BC Curriculum

Teach life lessons
Convey individual and community responsibilities
Share family and community histories
Explain the natural world
Record history
Map the geography of an area

Making it work for You - Reflect & Share
Think of your grade(s) and your students…

What range of learners and writers do you support this year?
How can we create intentional space for stories about our students’ identity,
family, culture & community in our writing and literacy routines?
How can we design writing experiences and opportunities that are
authentic and meaningful for our students?
What matters to our students, and how can we support them in exploring
those topics through literacy activities?
Share your thoughts with your table mates…

The Developmental Stages of Writing
Early
• oral language can equal print
• understanding concepts of print
• imitates adult writing

Emergent
• begins to understand the purpose for writing
• expresses ideas in simple sentences
• uses some basic writing forms
• writing is used to communicate a message
• often uses inventive spelling

Fluent
• writes for a variety of purposes
• uses forms for the appropriate audience
• follows the steps of the writing process
• uses a variety of spelling strategies
• groups sentences into paragraphs
Adapted from: A Guide to Effective Instruction in Writing - K-3 - Ontario Education

A Hierarchy of Writing Goals - from Kindergarten to Grade 7
Possible goals to focus instruction:

composing with pictures

focus & meaning

organization & structure

elaboration

conventions - spelling

Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

engagement

generating ideas

working with writing partners

word choice

conventions - grammar & punctuation

Effective Routines for Writing Instruction
Students need exposure and practice with:
‣ oral

language skills

‣ activating

prior knowledge and experience

‣ understanding

audience and purpose for writing

‣ understanding

the writing process

‣ understanding

the elements of writing

‣ applying

higher-order thinking skills

‣ applying

word work activities into writing tasks

‣ exposure

to a variety of text forms, genres, formats and electronic

media
Adapted from - A Guide to Effective Instruction in Writing - K-3 - Ontario Education

Scaffolded Support for Writing
Independent Writing

Writing BY Children

Guided Writing

Writing WITH Children

Literacy Centres
Writing Workshop Partners

Writing Together

Shared &/or Interactive
Writing

Writing WITH Children

Modelled Writing

Writing FOR Children

Necessities of Writing Instruction
• Writing needs to be taught like any other basic skill, with explicit
instruction and ample opportunity for practice.
•

Children need to write for real, to write the kinds of texts they see in
the world, and to write for an audience of readers.

•

Children need to be immersed in a listening and storytelling culture
where their voices are valued and heard.

•

Children will especially invest themselves in their writing if they write
about subjects that are important to them.

•

Children need to be taught phonemic awareness and phonics.

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

continued…

Necessities of Writing Instruction

…continued

• Children need to be explicitly taught how to write; not just spelling and
conventions, but also the qualities and strategies of good writing.
• Children need the opportunity and instruction necessary for them to
cycle through the writing process.
• For children to write well, they need opportunities to read and to hear
texts read, and to read as writers.
• Children need clear goals and frequent feedback, to know what their
next steps might be.
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

4-2-1

‣ Individually generate four words that capture the most important aspects of
what you have just read.
‣ Share your four words with your group and compile a list of the words that you
all have in common.
‣ From this list, determine two words that you all agree capture the most
important aspects of what you just read.
‣ Determine the one word or big idea that best represents what you just read.

POPEY Activity Packs

What We Know About Writing Development
Kids need:
‣ extensive

opportunities to write on topics they care about

‣ explicit

and sequenced instruction that helps them progress along a
learning continuum

‣ critical

feedback that helps them know next steps

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Dynamic Writing Classroom
We need to set the literacy table with four place settings:

Writing Process

➡ how writing is created/generated

Writing Traits

We need to
repeatedly MODEL
and DEMONSTRATE
these for our
students.

➡ how writing is crafted - nuts & bolts

Writing Workshop
➡ how the classroom operates - routines/structures

Writing Modes
➡ the different purposes for writing
Adapted from - The Writing Thief - Culham

The Writing Process

HOW writing is created

Pre-Writing/Planning

‣ coming up with a topic and getting sources (as needed)

Writing a Draft

‣ putting out initial ideas - paper or digital form

Feedback

‣ from the reader or listener

Revising

‣ reflecting on feedback & incorporating it

Editing

‣ checking for & cleaning up conventions

Finishing/Publishing

‣ wrapping up - may include a final copy for a specific
audience

Adapted from - The Writing Thief - Culham

Teachers need
to model all
aspects of the
writing process
many times so
that students
become familiar
with each stage.

The Traits of Writing

HOW writing is crafted

Ideas/Content
Organization
Voice
Word Choice
Sentence Fluency
Conventions
Presentation

From - Prompts for the Elements of Writing

The elements should NOT
be taught in isolation but
should be introduced in
the context of daily
language activities and
mentor texts.

POPEY Resource: Prompts for the Elements of Writing

Writing Modes

WHAT we write

different purposes for writing
✓Informational
‣ writing about topics students know or have researched
✦ to explain, describe or inform
✓Narrative
‣ real or imagined texts/stories
✦ to tell a story
✓Persuasive
‣ writing arguments to support claims or opinions
✦ to convince using logic or reason
Adapted from - The Writing Thief - Culham & BC Ministry of Education - ELA Curriculum

Writing Workshop/Writing Block Structure
HOW the classroom runs
sharin
minilesson

Teacher is:

• conferring with students
• teaching small groups
• providing mid-workshop
small teaching moments

‣ teacher
‣ students
★ celebration

Students are:

• writing privately
• working with writing
partners (conferring,
editing, etc.)

independent writing time

Adapted from: Units of Study - Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project and Mindsets and Moves - Goldberg

Writing Mini-Lesson Format
Connection
think about what you noticed about the mentor text - encourage kids to do the same
name the teaching point for the lesson
about 1 minute

•
•
•

Teach

•
•
•

model out loud - think-plan-write
don't just say what you want them to do - talk your writing process out loud
2-3 minutes

Active Engagement
•
•
•

where the learner becomes part of the learning - turn and try it with a partner, in the air, etc.
everyone has a go - with support (whole-class sharing = more demonstration)
2-3 minutes

Link
•
•
•

re-state the teaching point – connect it to not just today, but every day
they go and do their own writing – working independently & collaboratively with their partners
about 1 minute

Format from - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

= 10 minutes

Sample Plan

Goal -

choosing

writing with focus & meaning

personal
narrative
or memoir

generating &
collecting

developing
drafting

Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

revising

Read-Aloud

Buddy
Book Walk

image from Strong Nations Publishing

Genre: Personal Narrative/Memoir
Strategies for Elaborating
Strong Use of Purposeful Detail

details
facts
anecdotes
dialogue
inner thinking

character description
reasons
information
Processes

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising
From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

What’s YOUR
Superpower

✓reflect on what makes you SPECIAL - what do you think is your
SUPERPOWER?

✓ with your group or partner, talk about the things that makes you SPECIAL &
what your SUPERPOWER might be
think about:

Separates the
formulating of
sentences from the
difficult task of
writing sentences

something you are strong at
‣ where you come from (your heritage)
‣ something you believe in
‣ something that you would do all day (if you could)!
‣

✓turn yourself into a superhero - like Nalvana
POPEY Activity Packs

Differentiated access points for K-7 students:
K - 1 Students
➡ Tell a friend what your superpower is
➡ Write it down if you can - try your best
➡ Draw and colour your Superhero self
Grade 2 - 3 Students
➡ Tell a friend what your superpower is
➡ Write it down
➡ Draw and colour your Superhero self
➡ Write 3 - 5 sentences about your power
Grade 4 - 5 Students
➡ Tell a friend what your superpower is
➡ Write it down
➡ Draw and colour your Superhero self
➡ Write a short story about you & your power

What works for you?
For your students…?

Grade 6 - 7 Students
➡ Tell a friend what your superpower is
➡ Write it down
➡ Draw and colour your Superhero self
➡ Write a story about you & your power

I have SUPERPOWERS!

image from here

By:____________________________

I have SUPERPOWERS!

By: ________________________________________________________

Learning from Indigenous Views….

Traditional ideas of health in Indigenous cultures centre
around the whole person - mental and physical health.

Indigenous peoples’ connections to the land and
community include a spiritual dimension that
maintains harmonious relations and balance.
-Health Canada

Adapted from - Ensouling Our Souls - Katz

The Seven
Grandfather
Teachings

The Seven
Sacred
Teachings

image from Native Reflections

These teachings have been passed down by Elders for generations from
coast to coast. Each teaching guides & honours virtues to help live in
harmony & peace - for a full & healthy life.

Read-Aloud

image from Native Reflections

Connecting to
the Seven
Grandfather
Teachings

think about the lessons from The Seven Grandfather Teachings
✦

this will be the centre of your mind map

brainstorm the meanings & lessons behind each Grandfather Teaching
✦

use the words & drawings of the animals connected to each teaching

reflect on your personal experiences & connect to one of the
Grandfather Teachings
write & draw to describe the life experience you chose
✦ share your life experience & reflections with a partner(s)
✦

Adapted from - Seven Grandfather Teachings Self-Portrait - crayolateachers.ca

images from here

Differentiated access points for K-7 students:
K - 1 Students

➡ Tell a friend what animals you connect to
➡ Write it down if you can - try your best
➡ Draw and colour your mind map

What works for you?
For your students…?

Grade 2 - 3 Students
➡
➡
➡
➡

Tell a friend what animals you connect to
Write it down
Draw and colour your mind map
Write about your life experiences that connect to the teachings

Grade 4 - 5 Students
➡ Tell a friend what animals you connect to
➡ Write, draw, and colour it onto your mind map
➡ Write about your life experiences that connect to the teachings

Grade 6 - 7 Students
➡ Tell a friend how you connect to each animal
➡ Write, draw, and colour it onto your mind map
➡ Write about your life experiences that connect to the teachings

COURAGE
HONEST Y

RESPECT

The Seven
Grandfather
Teachings

WISDOM

T RUT H

By:______________________

HUMILIT Y

LOVE

By:______________________

The Seven
Grandfather
Teachings

Write about a personal experience.
Discuss how your experience & connects to one of the Grandfather Teachings

Writing T O Children: Modelled Writing
Modelled Writing is Explicit Teaching
★

show students again and again what to do

★

reveal actions, thinking, decisions and mindsets

★

not just telling WHAT you want to write

★

but showing HOW you're going to write it

A Learning Pathway for Young Writers
Some children…
will draw and write as motor activities
will convey meaning in their drawings, but if they write at all,
it may be unclear what their marks say
will write - but seem to use random letters
know some letters and sounds but don’t yet write them
label drawings - but don’t yet write readable sentences
write all-about books and stories (and other genres too)
Adapted from - Units of Study in Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Writers Call to Mind What They Want to Say
…they then put that onto the page

When writers get ready to write teaching (informational) texts, they:
think about a topic they want to teach others
make a mental image of that topic
then work to capture that meaning on paper

“Close your eyes and picture something
you want to put onto your paper,
and then make drawings
that tell your readers about it.”

Adapted from - Units of Study in Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Anchor Chart for How-To Writing

From - Units of Study in Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Sample Plan

Goal -

talk
(as you
draw)

composing with pictures

informational
texts

series of
pictures to
show change

reread your
pictures to
teach
writing
across the
pages

Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

label your
pictures

Mentor How-To Text

image from amazon.ca

Buddy Book
Walk

Genre: Informational or Procedural
Strategies for Composing with Pictures

reading writing aloud
storytelling
rehearsing
drafting
revising
editing

From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Being a
Good
Friend

Talking points for you (and your students):

• How can we honour who we are, and who our friends are?
Oral rehearsal / discussion = scaffolded support

• what are ways to make and keep friends?
Collaborative Creation / Writing:

• make a book called How To Keep All Your Friends

From - Building Speech and Language Capacity Resource - CCSD

POPEY Activity Packs

How to Keep
All Your Friends

By: ________________________________________________________

Making it work for You!
Think of your grade(s) and your students…

What kinds of things are they experts at?
What could they write (or draw) how-to books about?
See if you can come up with a list of 5+ topics.
Share your ideas with your table mates!

What We Know About Writing Development
Kids need:
‣ extensive

opportunities to write on topics they care about

‣ explicit

and sequenced instruction that helps them progress along a
learning continuum

‣ critical

feedback that helps them know next steps

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Patience and trust are
essential for preparing to listen
to stories. Listening involves
more than just using the
auditory sense. Listening
encompasses visualizing the
characters and their actions
and letting the emotions
surface. Some say we should
listen with three ears: two on
our head and one in our heart.
-Joanne Archibald,
Sto:lo First Nation

Sample Plan

Goal -

create your
best writing
environment

engagement

informational
texts

stay on
track - build
stamina

running out
of energy?
refocus!
use the
room

Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

think about
your
audience

Thinking While We Read

What is important to our:
*classroom community
*school community
*community at large
How does our school community depend on the local environment?
What are you curious about?
Where would you find more information?

Adapted from - We Are All Connected Series & BC Curriculum

Read-Aloud

Buddy Book
Walk

image from Strong Nations

What Can
We Do?

• with your writing partner - talk about how Coast Salish families take care of
Our Mother Earth
• with your partner, talk out ideas for how you already take care of Mother Earth
in your communities
• talk out new ideas about how you can encourage others in your community to
take care of Mother Earth
‣count out each idea on your fingers
• create a comic strip showing ways we can take care of Mother Earth - that
you can share with others - to make a difference in your community
POPEY Activity Packs

Taking Care of Mother Earth

Sample Plan

Goal -

small
moment
writing

generating ideas

narrative
texts

observe
closely

start with a
character
jot today,
write
tomorrow
Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

important
people

Mentor Text Read-Aloud
Buddy Book
Walk

image from amazon.ca

Genre: Narrative
Strategies for Generating & Collecting Ideas
Specific Strategies

observing closely
mining mentor texts for topics
asking yourself questions
Processes

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising
From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Important
People

✓ reflect on how Grandpa Green remembered the people & memories
in his life through his gardening

✓ oral discussion with your writing partner:
‣
‣
‣
‣

talk about people in your life who matter to you
choose one person that you’d like to write about
list some memories you have for this person
think about which memory is clearest in your head
๏

start writing there!

Separates the
formulating of
sentences from the
very difficult task of
writing sentences

✓write 1 page per person - or 1 page per memory

Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo & Launching the Writing Workshop - Calkins

POPEY Activity Packs

Plan Your Story

By: ________________________________________________________

_____________________________

By: ________________________________________________________

Getting Ideas for Stories & Practicing Storytelling
Oral rehearsal (storytelling) helps young writers develop a sense of
storybook language.

Think of something that happened or something you did
Practice telling a partner with a storyteller’s voice
Pictures and words can tell who, where, and what happened
Use speech bubbles

Coo

l!

Wo
w!

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Reading Mentor Texts to Launch Writer's Workshop
Choose texts that allow you to demonstrate that...
➡ Writers

get ideas of what to write about from books.

➡ Writers

get ideas of what to write about from objects.

➡ Writers

think deeply to find the meaning of their writing.

➡ Writers

draw and sketch to find meaningful ideas to write about.

➡ Writers

write from the heart and in many different genres.

➡ Writers

use sensory detail to draw in the reader; focus on sound, touch,
sight, smell.

From - Launching the Writing Workshop - Leograndis

Sample Plan

Goal -

important
people

generating ideas

narrative
texts

observe
closely

start with a
character
jot today,
write
tomorrow

Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

small
moment
writing

Mentor Text Read-Aloud

Zooming
In

• think about some of the true stories that you could write about:
‣ a story about my life
‣ a story about school
‣ a story about my family
‣ a story about my vacation

• those are BIG STORIES - as big as a

• when you pick a topic to write about - stop & think does it feel like I’m carrying a watermelon?
Adapted from - Units of Study in Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Zooming
In

GOOD NEWS!
• inside a big

topic - there are a zillion teeny tiny

stories!

• our mentor author, Abby Hanlon, wrote about a boy named Ralph who had
trouble coming up with big story ideas - let’s look to see how he discovered
he could write about tiny seed stories instead…

Adapted from - Units of Study in Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Zooming
In

your turn!
• think about our big
• make your own

topic - Today at School
story that came out of our big

topic

• take turns with your writing partner & tell each other your ideas for your story
✓list out different seeds - or ideas - for your story
‣count out each idea across your fingers

Separates the
formulating of
sentences from the
difficult task of
writing sentences

• write out one of your seed ideas - to make a short story

Adapted from - Units of Study in Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

POPEY Activity Packs

Genre: Narrative
Strategies for Elaborating
Strong Use of Purposeful Detail

details
anecdotes
dialogue
inner thinking
setting description

character description
reasons
information
Processes

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising
From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Zooming
In

your turn!
• think about our big
• make your own

topic - Today at School
story that came out of our big

topic

• take turns with your writing partner & tell each other your ideas for your story
✓list out different seeds - or ideas - for your story
‣count out each idea across your fingers

Separates the
formulating of
sentences from the
difficult task of
writing sentences

• write out one of your seed ideas - to make a short story

Adapted from - Units of Study in Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

POPEY Activity Packs

My Seed Story

Writing Mini-Lesson Format
Connection - to what they’ve already learned

Teach - explicitly model & demonstrate a strategy

Active Engagement - students try it themselves

Link - to tomorrow and beyond

Format from - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

= 10 minutes

Goals for Launching Your Writer's Workshop
★

Build a safe writing community

★

Establish rituals and routines

★

Generate lots of thinking, talk and writing

★

Develop the understanding that all good writing has meaning,
detail, structure and pacing
You and your students first enjoy and
respond to literature as readers and then
later come back to the familiar text as
writers in Writing Workshop mini-lessons.

From - Launching the Writing Workshop - Leograndis

Helping writers work with confidence and
independence, at whatever level of work they
can pull off, actually enables you to teach in
ways that dramatically lift the level of what
kids can do.
-Lucy Calkins

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

POPEY
Provincial Outreach Program
for the Early Years

Lisa Thomas

www.popey.ca

lisa@popey.ca

www.popey.ca

*additional resources to support today’s learning
are at the back of the eHandout

@POPEYBC

popeybc

pinterest.ca/popeybc

Additional POPEY Docs to Support

omprehensive Reading - Activities & Levels of Support

omprehensive Writing - Activities & Levels of Support

Literacy Instructional Strategies

Planning Strategies to Consider

anning & Strategies to Support English Language Learners

Universal Design for Learning Supports

anguage Games to Support Phonological Awareness

K-3 Literacy Centre Ideas

Sources
Info Links
more info links are available on our website

A Guide to Effective Instruction in Writing - K-3 - Ontario Education
BC Ministry of Education - ELA Curriculum
The Literacy and Numeracy Secretariat of Ontario

Videos
more videos are available on our website

Importance of Reading
TED Talk - The Birth of a Word - Deb Roy
4 Year Old’s Problem with New Year’s Resolutions

unless otherwise noted, images from:
Educlips
Presenter Media
Storyblocks

unless otherwise noted, images from:
Educlips

Books
Building Speech and Language Capacity Resource - Calgary Catholic School District
Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project
Units of Study in Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project
The Writing Thief - Culham
Classrooms That Work - They Can All Read and Write - Cunningham & Allington
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum - Fountas & Pinnell
Mindsets & Moves - Goldberg
Guided Reading Basics - Jamison Rog
Launching the Writing Workshop - Leograndis
The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Presenter Media
Storyblocks

Additional Information
& Support

Mini-Lesson Format
Connection
•
•
•

connect the context of the day’s teaching with the work the class has been doing
name the teaching point for the lesson
about 1 minute

Teach

•
•
•

crystallize what you plan to teach in this mini-lesson - today’s goal & steps to reach it
provide concrete instruction to demonstrate today’s skill or strategy
2-3 minutes

Active Engagement
•
•
•

“Now you try it” - and provide students with a little bit of guided practice (scaffolded learning)
everyone has a go, working with a partner or small group, while the teacher listens and coaches
2-3 minutes

Link
•
•
•

re-state the teaching point – connect it to not just today, but every day
they go and do their own work – working independently & collaboratively with their partners
about 1 minute

Format from - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins

= 10 minutes

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Connection
Show the children different kinds of books, pointing out that
writers wrote them all. Tell children that this year, they’ll write
too, producing books like those in your meeting area.
Point out that if you are going to call children writers, they
need time to write, and use that to introduce the daily
structure of a writing workshop.
Name the teaching point.
“You think of something you know about, and then with
drawings and writing, you put what you know on the
paper.”
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Teaching

Demonstrate how you go about making a teaching text coming up with topics, then picturing those topics, and then
getting ready to put what you know on the page.
“I could write about TV shows or dogs or bikes. I
have a bike so I could teach other people about
bikes.
Now I am going to put what I know on the page by
drawing my bike and writing about it.”

From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Active Engagement

Channel writers to think of a topic they could teach others
and to tell what they might put on their page.
“Right now, think of what you know that you could teach
others.
Picture it…tell the people near you what you will draw and
write about in your teaching piece.
Writers, after you picture your topic, you need to put it on
the paper. You can draw it and write words.”
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Parts of the Writing Workshop
Link

Remind children that they can write to teach people
things, just like grown-ups.
“It’s not just grown-ups who can write
to teach people things.
You can each write about something you know,
teaching others about that topic.”
From - Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing - Calkins, The Reading and Writing Project

Stretching Out Words to Write Them
Young writers say words slowly and then write
down the sounds that they hear
Message: Writers write with pictures AND words.

✓helps students develop phonemic awareness and begin to build toward
conventional reading and writing.
✓Students begin to add labels to their pictures.
“Today I want to teach you that writers use words
as well as picture to teach people what we know.
Writers write words by saying the word
sloooooowwwwwwly
and then writing down the first sound they hear.”
Adapted from - Units of Study in Writing - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Writing Formats
Possible options to demonstrate/represent student learning:

List

Sign

Play

Journal

Storyboard

Graph

Recipe

Comic Strip

Magazine

Picture book

Song or poem

Story

Acrostic poem

Report
Newspaper

Free verse

Logo
Diary

Joke

Poster
Graphic Organizer

Letter

Powerful Small Group work
A 5-7 minute small group should include some of these components:
✓ Rally
‣
‣

convey the reason for teaching the principle you are about to focus on
build students’ commitment to the work and how it will fit with their ongoing work

✓ Activate learning
‣
‣

involve students in a quick warm-up (e.g. students work in pairs to reread a vowel chart)
gets them doing some work that reminds them of prior learning

✓ Launch
‣

detail the work students will do to engage with the principle, and then get them started

✓ Work side by side
‣

actively observe, monitor, guide and support students’ work and efforts

✓ Challenge
‣
‣

either lift the level of the work all students are doing, or
channel students to continue working with less of your support

✓ Teach toward tomorrow
‣
‣

explain ways the work of the small group can affect students’ ongoing work as readers and writers
channel them to apply the principle to their ongoing reading and writing

From - Units of Study in Phonics - Calkins, Louis & The Reading and Writing Project

Strategies for Composing with Pictures

reading writing aloud
storytelling
rehearsing
drafting
revising
editing

From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Generating & Collecting Ideas

Processes (general)

Genres

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising

personal narrative
poetry
persuasive/opinion
fiction

Specific Strategies

observing closely
rereading and looking for patterns
mining mentor texts for topics
asking yourself questions
plus 34 more strategies for this goal

From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Writing with Focus & Meaning
Genres

narrative
personal narrative/memoir
informational/nonfiction
persuasive/opinion
Strategies

choosing
generating & collecting
drafting
developing
revising
From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Organization & Structure
Building a solid foundation and framework

Processes (general)

rehearsing
drafting
developing
revising
Genres

narrative
personal narrative/memoir
informational/nonfiction
persuasive/opinion
procedural
From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

continued…

Strategies for Organization & Structure in Narrative Writing
Where to begin & next steps

…continued

Narrative Progression in Primary

sequential

beginning/lead

Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

ending/closure

problem/solution story structure

rising action to build tension

Strategies for Organization & Structure in Narrative Writing
Where to begin & next steps

…continued

Opinion Progression in Primary

randomly lists reasons or facts to support opinion
beginning
ending/closure
facts organized into categories/reasons

beginning transition words used
Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Organization & Structure in Narrative Writing
Where to begin & next steps

…continued

Informational Progression in Primary

gives information in a list
attempts to put related info together
organizes related info together in pages or paragraphs
ending/closure relates to topic
introduction relates to topic

Adapted from - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

transition words

Strategies for Word Choice
What is it I’m trying to say?

Processes (general)

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising
Specific Strategies

write with authority
precise nouns
personify to bring objects to life
verbs to match the meaning
plus 28 more strategies for this goal
From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Writing Conventions
Spelling and Letter Formation

Processes (general)

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising
Specific Strategies

write, re-read, write, re-read, repeat
part-by-part spelling
visualizing
use word wall words
plus 18 more strategies for this goal
From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Strategies for Writing Conventions
Grammar & Punctuation

Processes (general)

Genres

drafting
generating and collecting
developing
revising

narrative
informational/nonfiction
persuasive/opinion

Specific Strategies

read with your finger
does it sound like a book?
guess what! complete sentences
repeated re-readings to check a checklist
plus 31 more strategies for this goal
From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

Suggestions for Publishing & Celebrating Writing

author’s day
about the author
time in the author’s chair
reader’s theatre
gallery walk
creating a class book
cross-grade buddy reading
writing portfolios
letter/tweet to the author
illustrator-author match-ups

From - The Writing Strategies Book - Serravallo

